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Professional examination

In fields with highest security requirements as 

fundamental for final examinations the strengths 

of the LPLUS System® are proved. Often more than 

2000 exams are running at the same time in more 

than 50 different locations. Only a very stable and 

standardized system like the LPLUS TestStudio® is 

able to handle such complex examination loadings. 

In some areas paper and pencil examinations are 

totally replaced by computerized online examina-

tions supported by LPLUS.

Vocational education

Story based questions and exams based on reali-

stic daily tasks of the requested qualification are 

more and more used in the vocational education. 

Complex questions types, completed with especi-

ally produced videos and interactive simulations 

increase the credibly of the exam result. The 

LPLUS TestStudio® supports many innovative ele-

ments to create sophisticated test scenarios. Not 

just knowledge is tested but competence.

On-campus field

Examination at universities accelerates the exa-

mination process dramatically. Instead of waiting 

for months, students now are able to plan the 

further career immediately because they get their 

results on the fly – even if the exams contains 

open questions. All scientific disciplines are sui-

table for the online examination. The objectivity 

of the evaluation increases, the resource levelling 

becomes much easier.

Aviation

Concerning aviation-exams the LPLUS System® 

supports international standards perfectly and 

worldwide. LPLUS is the competence partner of 

the EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency) for 

the maintenance of the central pilots examination 

database. The LPLUS TestStudio® controls the 

capability proofs of air traffic controllers (ESARR5) 

as well as the certification of aviation maintenance 

staff (PART 66).

LPLUS System®

The LPLUS System® is an integrated soft-

ware for extent automatized examination 

management. The entire process of the 

preparation, the examination and the 

evaluation is supported effectively. From 

entry-tests and official final examinations 

up to the certification all tasks of know-

ledge control are controlled and managed 

by one software. 

The system convinces through an intuitive 

user prompting, so even inexperienced 

user are enabled to quickly create 

complex examinations. Behind the well 

known standard question types nume-

rous innovative question types are used. 

Complex questions are enriched easily 

through the integration of multimedia 

objects and external documents.

The different versions of the LPLUS 

System® can be used as web based ASP 

solution as well as in LAN / Intranet 

networks.

Customer-oriented price fixing leads to 

fast amortization.

Competence in a sensitive 

field

The customers of the GmbH LPLUS took 

more than two million computerized on-

line tests with the LPLUS System® in the 

last 20 years.

Pushed by the long-standing internatio-

nal experiences in different fields LPLUS 

become the most competent partner of 

many authorities, education institutions 

and companies.

Today the name LPLUS stands for online

Examinations services providing top 

level technical and legal security. At the 

side of satisfied customers.

Learn more about the LPLUS System®

www.LPLUS.de
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